
REPRESENTING GEOMETRIC MORPHISMS USING POWER
LOCALE MONADS

CHRISTOPHER F. TOWNSEND

Abstract. It it shown that geometric morphisms between elementary toposes

can be represented as adjunctions between the corresponding categories of

locales. The adjunctions are characterized as those that preserve the order
enrichment, commute with the double power locale monad and whose right

adjoints preserve finite coproduct. They are also characterized as those ad-

junctions that preserve the order enrichment and commute with both the lower
and the upper power locale monads.

1. Introduction

Every geometric morphism f : F - E between elementary toposes gives rise
to an order-enriched adjunction Σf a f∗ between the category of locales in F
and the category of locales in E with the right adjoint being given by pullback,
f∗ : LocE - LocF . This pullback functor has the known properties that it
preserves order enrichment, commutes with finite coproducts and there is a monad
isomorphism

f∗PE ∼= PFf∗,
where P is the double power locale construction. The main aim of this paper is to
show that any order-enriched adjunction between locales in F and locales in E that
satisfies these properties arises as the pullback adjunction of a geometric morphism
unique up to natural isomorphism.

This provides a representation theorem for geometric morphisms showing a new
relationship between the power locale monads and the morphisms of topos theory.
In some categorical approaches to locale theory (e.g. [T05] and [V95]) the power
locale monads take on roles analogous to the more familiar power set monad of
elementary topos theory. It is the power locale monads that provide the structure
of locale theory in a manner that is similar to the way that the powerset provides
the structure of set theory. The implication of the representation theorem of this
paper is therefore that in topos theory the usual notion of morphism (i.e. geometric
morphism) can in fact be interpreted as structure preserving map.

2. The main theorem and summary proof

The reader is assumed to be familiar with locale theory and topos theory, [J02].
The main theorem that is to be proved is now stated, but note that the detailed
definitions of the terms that are used will be given in the main body of the paper.

Theorem 2.1. For any two toposes E and F there are categorical equivalences
between
(i) the category of geometric morphisms from F to E,
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(ii) the category of order-enriched adjunctions L a R : LocF
-

� LocE with R
preserving finitary coproduct and for which there exists some monad isomorphism
φ : RPE ∼= PFR such that R preserves, up to the monad isomorphism φ, the strength
on P,
(iii) the category of order-enriched adjunctions L a R : LocF

-� LocE with R
preserving finitary coproduct and for which there exists some monad isomorphism
φ : RPE ∼= PFR; and,
(iv) the category of order-enriched adjunctions L a R : LocF

-� LocE for which
there exists two monad isomorphisms φL : RP EL ∼= PFL R and φU : RP EU ∼= PFU R
such that R preserves, up to these monad isomorphisms, the canonical distribution
isomorphism PLPU ∼= PUPL.

The morphisms of the categories (ii) to (iv) are natural transformations between
the right adjoints and are not required to interact with the monad isomorphisms.

Let us give an overview of how the proof is going to work. In each part of the
proof what is required is a check that the various conditions placed on an adjunction
L a R are equivalent. To do this we will repeatedly rely on a characterization of
monad isomorphisms which occurs when there is an adjunction between categories,
each with a monad. This categorical result is that given a functor (with a left
adjoint) a monad isomorphism can be constructed if and only if there is a lifting
of the adjunction to an adjunction between the respectively Kleisli categories. The
result, which establishes a bijection between monad isomorphisms and liftings of
adjunctions, can be derived from the more familiar fact that liftings of functors to
Kleisli categories correspond to monad opfunctors.

Once this categorical lemma is established the proof focuses on the equivalence of
(i) and (ii). Certainly any geometric morphism f gives rise to a pullback adjunction
Σf a f∗ : LocF

-
� LocE , see [J02] where the notation f! is used rather than Σf .

The first part of the proof concerns itself with showing that Σf a f∗ satisfies the
conditions of (ii). In fact it is well known that f∗ preserves finitary coproduct and
commutes with the double locale monad so what is new is a verification that the
strength is preserved. This is done by giving an explicit description of the monad
isomorphism φ (equivalently the Kleisli lifting of Σf a f∗) which witnesses that f∗

commutes with the double power monad. This explicit description exploits the fact
that Σf a f∗ satisfies Frobenius reciprocity ([T10b]) and so allows us to construct
a lifting to Kleisli categories, the details of which are in fact shown in [T10b]. With
this explicit description, preservation of the strength is an immediate application
of naturality since it can be seen that preservation of the strength can be seen as
preservation of an exponential in [Locop,Set].

To complete the proof of the equivalence of the categories defined by (i) and (ii)
the techniques deployed are those of [T10b]. However here the situation appears
necessarily more complex as in the absence of Frobenius reciprocity we are not
able to be as explicit as we would like about the behaviour of the lifting to Kleisli
categories that is implied by the monad isomorphism. We proceed as follows: given
an order-enriched adjunction between categories of locales and a double power
locale monad isomorphism (that also preserves the strength, and has R preserving
finitary coproduct) we must construct a geometric morphism. The existence of the
monad isomorphism implies that there is a lifting of the order-enriched adjunction
to Kleisli categories. This lifting shows how to extend both Lop and Rop from frame
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homomorphisms to dcpo homomorphisms. Since the property of being discrete can
be characterized in terms of open maps and open maps can be characterized in
terms of certain dcpo homomorphisms it follows that the right adjoint preserves
discrete locales. Because any topos embeds in its category of locales as the full
subcategory of discrete locales we have a candidate for the inverse image of a
geometric morphism. Defining its right adjoint (i.e. the direct image) hinges on
the observation that every object in a topos can be described canonically as the
equalizer of a pair of dcpo homomorphisms between frames. Since Lop also extends
to dcpo homomorphisms the required left adjoint can be defined as the equalizer
of the image of this canonical equalizer. Then, by application of the assumption
that R preserves the strength, it is possible to check that a geometric morphism
has been defined whose pullback adjunction is (isomorphic to) the original order-
enriched adjunction. The shape of this representation theorem has already appeared
in [T10b].

Certainly the conditions of (ii) imply those of (iii) as (iii) is weaker. To prove
that the conditions of (iii) imply those of (ii) we need to check that the exponentials
αX in [Locop,Set] are preserved for any natural transformation α corresponding to
a Kleisli morphism of the double power locale monad (i.e. corresponding to a dcpo
homomorphism between frames). It can be seen that the relevant exponentials can
be described by change of base functors extended to Kleisli categories ([T03]) and
so the proof becomes about showing that R commutes with change of base functors
when lifted to Kleisli categories. This is done by providing an external description
of the dcpo homomorphisms in each slice (i.e. dcpo homomorphisms that exist
after change of base to Sh(Y ), the topos of sheaves over Y for any locale Y ). The
external description is given in terms of weak triquotient assignments and quite a
bit of background material on these maps is required to proceed.

The proof of (iii) implies (iv) follows from the definitions of the lower and upper
power locale monads (PL and PU ). Their Kleisli categories have as morphisms
reversed suplattice and preframe homomorphisms respectively. By (iii) both Lop

and Rop lift to functors that preserve dcpo homomorphisms and so it needs to
be verified that these liftings also preserves the property of being a join or meet
semilattice homomorphism. For Lop this is immediate as L preserves coproduct as
it is a left adjoint. R on the other hand preserves finitary coproduct by assumption.
The liftings that witness that R commutes with P therefore also serve to witness
that R commutes with both PL and PU . Checking that the canonical distribution
is also preserved is then a matter of unwinding the definition of the distribution in
terms of universal suplattice and universal preframe homomorphisms. Since both
classes of universal maps are preserved by the liftings it follows that the distribution
is preserved. The proof in the other direction essentially follows from the definitions
since we have PLPU ∼= P. The proof requires a certain amount of diagram chasing.
To prove that R preserves finitary coproduct in effect we recall that PL takes binary
coproduct to product (preserved by R) and further that PL reflects isomorphisms.

3. Functors between categories, each with an order-enriched monad

We start by proving a general categorical result (Lemma 3.3) which will be used
repeatedly in the paper as a way of characterizing when monad isomorphisms exist.

A monad on an order-enriched category is said to be order-enriched if its func-
tor part is. If C and D are two order-enriched categories, each with a monad,
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TC = (TC , ηC , µC) and TD = (TD, ηD, µD), then a monad opfunctor from (C,TC)
to (D,TD) is a pair (F, φ) where F : C - D is an order-enriched functor and
φ : FTC - TDF is a natural transformation such that the diagrams

F

FTC
φ-

�

F
η
C

TDF

ηDF

?

and

FTCTC
φTC- TDFTC

TDφ- TDTDF

FTC

FµC

? φ - TDF

µDF

?

both commute.
Note that monad opfunctors compose in an obvious manner: given (F, φ) :

(C,TC) - (D,TD) and (G,ψ) : (D,TD) - (E ,TE) the composition (G,ψ) ◦
(F, φ) is given by (G◦F,GFTC

Gφ- GTDF
ψF- TEGF ). Further a transformation

between monad opfunctors (F, φ) and (F ′, φ′) can be defined as a natural transfor-
mation α : F - F ′ such that φ′αTC = (TDα)φ so a 2-category whose objects are
order-enriched categories with a monad is defined.

The following result gives an alternative description of this 2-category in terms
of liftings to Kleisli categories: if F : C - D is an order-enriched functor then a
lifting of F is an order-enriched functor F : CTC

- DTD such that the square

CTC
F - DTD

C

TC
6

F - D

TD
6

commutes. Liftings compose in an obvious manner. The data for a transfor-
mation between liftings (F, F ) and (F ′, F ′) is a pair of natural transformations
α : F - F ′ and α : F - F ′ such that TDα = αTC .

Lemma 3.1. Given two order-enriched monads (TC , ηC , µC) and (TD, ηD, µD) there
is a bijection between monad opfunctors (F, φ) from (C,TC) to (D,TD) and pairs
of functors (F, F ) where F is a lifting of F . This bijection sends a lifting (F, F )
to the monad opfunctor (F, φ) with φX = F (IdTCX : TCX - X), and sends a
monad opfunctor (F, φ) to the lifting (F, F ) where F = F on objects and F (f :
X - Y ) = φY F (f) on morphisms. Furthermore this bijection preserves compo-
sition of monad opfunctors and extends to monad opfunctor transformations; i.e.
there is a 2-categorical isomorphism.
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Proof. [S72] (though also see [P70]). The result is a routine application of categori-
cal definitions. The order enrichment aspects are entirely trivial. [S72] contains the
relationship between monad functors and monad algebra morphisms; it also con-
tains a duality which clarifies that Kleisli constructions are dual to monad algebra
constructions. �

Corollary 3.2. If F1, F2 : C - D are two order-enriched functors and there
is a monad opfunctor φ1 : F1TC - TDF1 and a natural isomorphism ρ :
F1

∼=- F2 then there is another monad opfunctor φ2 : F2TC - TDF2 given
by φ2 = (TDρ)φ1ρ

−1
TC

and a natural isomorphism ρ : F1

∼=- F2 given by ρX =

F1(X)
ρX- F2(X)

ηDF2(X)- TDF2(X) for each object X of C

Proof. It is routine to check that (F2, φ2) so defined is a monad opfunctor and that
with this definition ρ : (F1, φ1) - (F2, φ2) is a monad opfunctor transformation.
ρ is the corresponding lifting (i.e. the image of the 2-cell under the 2-categorical
isomorphism of the lemma). �

Next, by double application of the lemma, we show that if a functor between
categories (each with a monad) has a left adjoint, then the adjunction lifts to the
respective Kleisli categories if and only if there is a monad opfunctor on the right
adjoint which is an isomorphism.

Lemma 3.3. The following data on an order-enriched adjunction L a R : D -
� C

and order-enriched monads (TD, ηD, µD) and (TC , ηC , µC) on D and C is equivalent:
(i) a monad isomorphism φ : RTC - TDR
(ii) an adjunction L a R : DTD

-� CTC that lifts L a R.

Note that when, in (ii), it says that an adjunction is a lifting of another adjunc-
tion, this is implying that not only are there two liftings R and L but also that the
unit and counit of the lifted adjunction are the liftings of the unit and counit of
the original adjunction L a R; i.e. the lifting is 2-categorical.

Proof. Firstly let us say that we have a monad isomorphism φ : RTC - TDR.
Then certainly there exists R by the previous lemma. But also we can construct
a monad opfunctor (L, φ′) by defining φ′W : LTDW - TCLW to be the adjoint

transpose (under L a R) of TDW
TDηW- TDRLW

φ−1
LW- RTCLW . By applica-

tion of the previous lemma we therefore also have L : DTD
- CTC . The unit

η : Id - RL and counit ε : LR - Id are, it can be verified, monad op-
functor transformations and so (L, φ′) a (R,φ) since the triangular identities hold.
Therefore since the previous lemma was 2-categorical it effectively shows how to
construct two natural transformations η : Id - RL and ε : LR - Id and
therefore a lifting L a R : DTD

-� CTC as required.
In the other direction, assume that we are given such a lifting. Then let (R,φ) be the
monad opfunctor that exists due to the lifting R; i.e. φX : RTCX - TDRX =
R(IdTCX) for any object X of C. We need to construct φ−1 : TDR - RTC .
Consider ψ : TDR - RTC defined by ψX = the adjoint transpose via L a R of

LTDRX
φ′RX- TCLRX

TCεX- TCX where φ′ : LTD - TCL is from the monad op-
functor (L, φ′) which is derived from the lifting L. Then use the triangular identities
on L a R to show that ψ = φ−1.

�
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Corollary 3.4. Given two order-enriched adjunctions Li a Ri : D -
� C i =

1, 2 such that L1 = L2 and so R1
∼= R2 via a canonical natural isomorphism ρ.

If both adjunctions have a monad isomorphism φi : RiTC - TDRi (i = 1, 2)
then provided L1 = L2, it follows that R1

∼= R2 via ρ where ρ is given by ρX =

R1(X)
ρX- R2(X)

ηDR2(X)- TDR2(X).

Proof. By Corollary 3.2 it is sufficient to prove that φ2 = (TDρ)φ1ρ
−1
TC

; we outline
a proof that φ−1

2 = ρTCφ
−1
1 (TDρ−1) from which this follows. Since L1 = L2 we

have that the corresponding monad opfunctors are the same by Lemma 3.1, i.e.
φ′1 : L1TD - TCL1 is equal to φ′2 : L2TD - TCL2. However the last lemma
has established that φ−1

i is uniquely determined by φ′i as it is the adjoint transpose
via Li a Ri of (TCεi)(φ′i)R for i = 1, 2. It just therefore remains to check that

TDR2

(η2)TDR2- R2L2TDR2
R2(φ′2)R2- R2TCL2R2

R2TC(ε2)- R2TC

factors as ρTCφ
−1
1 (TDρ−1) which follows by naturality since φ−1

1 factors as (R1TC(ε1))R1(φ′1)R1(η1)TDR1

and φ′1 = φ′2. �

4. Preserving the strength

In this section we prove a proposition (Proposition 4.6 below) which will be a
key step in proving that the categories (i) and (ii) of the main theorem (Theorem
2.1) are equivalent. The proof of this proposition will be by application of the last
lemma (Lemma 3.3). The proposition shows that the pullback adjunction Σf a f∗ :
LocF

-
� LocE which arises from a geometric morphism f : F - E satisfies

the conditions of (ii) of the main theorem: f∗ preserves finitary coproduct, there
exists a monad isomorphism φ : f∗PE

∼=- PFf∗ and f∗ preserves the strength on
P up to the monad isomorphism φ. In fact this is all known except for the assertion
that the strength is preserved. That f∗ preserves finitary coproduct is well known
(for example, covered in the proof of Proposition 24 of [T03]) and the fact that
f∗ preserves P is known (e.g. [V02]); that, further, the whole monad structure is
preserved follows from Lemma 3.3 since Proposition 24 of [T03] exhibits a lifting
of Σf a f∗ to the Kleisli categories.

Our proof on the preservation of the strength will make use of the result, [T10b],
that Σf a f∗ satisfies Frobenius reciprocity. To proceed we must now set out clearly
all the required definitions:

Definition 4.1. An adjunction L a R : D -� C between cartesian categories
satisfies Frobenius reciprocity provided the map L(R(X) ×W )

(Lπ1,Lπ2)- LRX ×
LW

εX×IdLW- X × LW is an isomorphism for all objects W and X of D and C
respectively.

Definition 4.2. The double power monad on Loc is given by double exponentiation
at the Sierpiński locale S. The functor part is X 7→ SSX . The unit and multiplication
parts of the monad are immediate from the definition of the functor part as an
exponential.

It is important to be aware that SX is the presheaf Loc( ×X,S) and that the
exponentiation takes place in [Locop,Set]. See [VT04] for the relevant background.
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Consequently the Kleisli category of the double power locale monad is equivalent
to the opposite of the full subcategory of [Locop,Set] consisting only of objects
of the form SX . We use �X : SX - SPX as notation for the universal natural
transformation (i.e. the double exponential transpose of the map PX

∼=- SSX ).
This natural transformation is universal in the sense that every natural transfor-
mation α : SY - SX factors as Sfα�Y : SY - SX for some unique Kleisli
map fα : X - PY . It is worth clarifying, since this exponential relative to
[Locop,Set] takes a central role in what follows, that if α : SY - SX is a natural
transformation then for any locale Z the exponential map αZ : SZ×Y - SZ×X
exists; it is given by αZX′ = αX′×Z at any locale X ′. In the case that there exists
φ a monad opfunctor between double power locale monads (for a given functor
R : LocE - LocF ) we have that the lifting preserves the universal natural
transformation up to φ:

Lemma 4.3. Given an order-enriched functor R : LocE - LocF and a monad
opfunctor φ : RPE - PFR, the following diagram commutes:

SPFRX
F

SRXF
R
op

�X-

�R
X

-

SRPEX
F

SφXF
?

where R is the lifting corresponding to φ.

Proof. Recall (Lemma 3.1) that for a Kleisli morphism f : X - PEY , Rf is de-
fined to be φYRf . The result then follows since the Kleisli morphism corresponding
to �X is the identity on PEX. �

Definition 4.4. (1). The strength of the double power monad is given by the
natural transformation t : P( )× ( ) - P( × ) defined by

tX,Y : PX × Y - P(X × Y )

for any locales X and Y , where tX,Y is the Kleisli morphism corresponding to the
exponential �Y

X : SX×Y - SPX×Y in [Locop,Set].
(2). For any order-enriched functor R : LocF - LocE with a monad op-

functor φ : RPE - PFR, R preserves the strength up to φ if and only if the
diagram

R(PEX × Y )
RtEX,Y - RPE(X × Y )

RPEX ×RY

(Rπ1, Rπ2)

?
PF (R(X × Y ))

φX×Y

?

PFRX ×RY

φX × IdRY

? tFRX,RY- PF (RX ×RY )

PF (Rπ1, Rπ2)

?
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commutes for all locales X and Y over E.

The next lemma provides a characterization of when the strength is preserved
in terms of the lifting R induced by φ:

Lemma 4.5. Given a monad opfunctor φ : RPE - PFR then the following are
equivalent:

1. R preserves the strength up to φ,
2. for any locales X and Y over E the diagram

SRX×RYF
S(Rπ1,Rπ2)
F - SR(X×Y )

F

SPFRX×RY
F

�RY
RX

? SφX×IdF - SRPEX×RY
F

S(Rπ1,Rπ2)
F - SR(PEX×Y )

F

R
op

�Y
X

?

commutes where R is the lifting corresponding to φ; and,
3. for any natural transformation α : SX1

E
- SX2

E and for any locale Y over
E, R

op
(αY )S(Rπ1,Rπ2)

F = S(Rπ1,Rπ2)
F (R

op
α)RY .

If further R preserves binary product then the above is also equivalent to:
4. for any natural transformation α : SX1

E
- SX2

E and for any locale Y over
E, R

op
(αY ) ∼= (R

op
α)RY via the natural isomorphism S(Rπ1,Rπ2)

F .

Proof. The equivalence of 1. and 2. is a question of taking the exponential trans-
pose of the diagram that determines whether R preserves the strength. For the
equivalence of 2. and 3. recall that each natural transformation α : SY - SX
factors as Sfα�Y : SY - SX for some unique Kleisli map fα : X - PY . The
equivalence of 3. and 4. is immediate. �

Proposition 4.6. For any geometric morphism f : F - E the resulting pullback
adjunction Σf a f∗ : LocF

-� LocE has the properties (a) f∗ preserves finitary

coproduct, (b) there exists a monad isomorphism φ : f∗PE
∼=- PFf∗ and (c) f∗

preserves the strength on P up to the monad isomorphism φ.

Proof. As has been covered already in the first paragraph of this Section, all that
is required is a proof of (c). To prove (c) we need to be explicit about how
φ is constructed. It is well known that there is an isomorphism f∗SE ∼= SF
(i.e. the Sierpiński locale is preserved by pullback along a geometric morphism)
and, see [T10b], it is known that Σf a f∗ satisfies Frobenius reciprocity. From
this we can apply Proposition 5.1 of [T10b] and construct a lifting f∗ a Σf :
(LocF )PF

-� (LocE)PE to the Kleisli categories and so this gives rise to a monad
isomorphism φ. For example if α : SXE - SX′E is a natural transformation, define
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f∗
op

(α) by

LocF (W × f∗X,SF )
[f∗

op
(α)]W- LocF (W × f∗X ′,SF )

LocF (W × f∗X, f∗SE)

∼=

?
LocF (W × f∗X ′, f∗SE)

∼=
6

LocE(ΣfW ×X,SE)

∼=

? αΣfW - LocE(ΣfW ×X ′,SE)

∼=
6

for any locale W of F , where the vertical morphisms are isomorphisms by our
observation that Frobenius reciprocity is satisfied and f∗ preserves the Sierpiński
locale. To prove that f∗ preserves the strength we show that for any natural trans-
formation α : SX1

E
- SX2

E , f∗
op

(αY ) ∼= (f∗
op
α)RY and appeal to the previous

lemma. Now, for any locale W over F we have that [f∗
op

(αY )]W is the composite

LocF (f∗(X1 × Y )×W, SF )
∼=-

LocE(X1 × Y × ΣfW, SE)
αY×ΣfW- LocE(X2 × Y × ΣfW, SE)
∼=- LocF (f∗(X2 × Y )×W, SF )

and (f∗
op
α)f

∗Y
W is the composite,

LocF (f∗X1 × f∗Y ×W, SF )
∼=-

LocE(X1 × Σf (f∗Y ×W ),SE)
αΣf (f∗Y×W )- LocE(X2 × Σf (f∗Y ×W ),SE)

∼=- LocF (f∗X2 × f∗Y ×W, SF )

and so f∗
op

(αY ) ∼= (f∗
op
α)f

∗Y via the natural isomorphism S(f∗π1,f
∗π2)

F by appli-
cation of naturality of α at the isomorphism Σf (f∗Y ×W ) ∼= Y × ΣfW . �

5. Representing an adjunction between categories of locales using a
geometric morphism

In this section we prove that if we are given an order-enriched adjunction L a
R : LocF

-� LocE and a monad isomorphism φ : RPE ∼= PFR such that (a) R
preserves finitary coproduct and (b) R preserves, up to the monad isomorphism
φ, the strength on P, then we can construct a geometric morphism f : F - E ,
unique up to natural isomorphism, such that R ∼= f∗ and L ∼= Σf . This construction
(Proposition 5.9) combined with the previous proposition (Proposition 4.6) proves
the equivalence of the categories (i) and (ii) of the main theorem (Theorem 2.1).

The next three lemmas set out various lattice theoretic results needed in the
proof of Proposition 5.9. We start by setting notation related to dcpo homomor-
phisms between frames. If q : ΩX1

- ΩX2 is a dcpo homomorphism then it
corresponds to a natural transformation SX1 - SX2 ([VT04]). If Y is some other
locale then we use qY to denote the dcpo homomorphism Ω(Y ×X1) - Ω(Y ×X2)
that is equal to the natural transformation corresponding to q evaluated at Y . This
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notation is consistent with our description of the exponential αY in [Locop,Set]
since the dcpo homomorphism corresponding to αY is qY if q is the dcpo homo-
morphism corresponding to α. Note that if there is R : LocE - LocF and a
monad morphism φ : RPE - PFR, then we will also use the notation R

op
(q) to

denote the effect of R on the dcpo homomorphisms corresponding to natural trans-
formations. In other words no distinction is going to be made between R

op
acting

on natural transformations and R
op

acting on dcpo homomorphisms. Note that by
Lemma 4.5 if further R preserves binary product and the strength (up to φ) then
R
op

(qY ) ∼= (R
op
q)RY via the canonical isomorphism ΩF (R( )×R( )) ∼= ΩF (R( × ))

The following lemma allows us to capture maps to frames as dcpo homomor-
phisms. Since the property of commuting with the double power locale monad will
only give us information about the preservation of dcpo homomorphisms this is a
key technical step.

Lemma 5.1. For any set A and locale X over a topos E there is an order isomor-
phism

E(A,ΩX) ∼= dcpo(Ω0,Ω(A×X))

natural in dcpo homomorphisms between ΩX and functions between A.

If we follow a notation that ψ′ : Ω0 - Ω(A×X) is the mate of ψ : A - ΩX
under this order isomorphism then the naturality assertion with respect to dcpo
homomorphisms is that for any q : ΩX1

- ΩX2 then (qψ)′ = qAψ′. The
assertion of naturality with respect to functions is that if f : B - A is a map
then (ψf)′ = [Ω(f)]Xψ′. Note that in this case [Ω(f)]X is the suplattice tensor
Ω(f)⊗ IdΩ(X); this can be seen by the construction of the natural transformation
representation of any suplattice homomorphism (Theorem 23 in [VT04]).

Proof. This result, without the naturality statement, is well known lattice theory
(since, of course, Ω0 = 1). The point of Ω(A×X) corresponding to ψ : A - ΩX
is given by

∨
a∈A{a} ⊗ ψa. For the naturality assertions consult Lemmas 51 and

54 of [T03]. �

We use the notation ψ : PA - ΩX for the free suplattice homomorphism on
ψ : A - ΩX. Below we will need an explicit description of ψ in terms of ψ′ to
prove the main proposition of this section. This description is provided by the next
lemma:

Lemma 5.2. Given ψ : A - ΩX, ψ : PA - ΩX factors as

PA
∼=- Ω(A× 1)

ψ′
A

- Ω(A×A×X)
Ω(∆A×IdX)- Ω(A×X)

∃π2- ΩX

Proof. Note first that ψ′
A

is ψ′⊗IdPA. Since PA is the free suplattice on A we just
need to check that ψ(a) is equal to ∃π2Ω(∆A × IdX)({a} ⊗ (

∨
a′∈A{a′} ⊗ ψa′)) =

∃π2({a} ⊗ ψa)). This is immediate since for any discrete locale B and any other
locale Y the map ∃π1 : PB ⊗ ΩY - ΩY is given by ∃π1(I ⊗ c) =

∨
∃∗∈I c. �

Below we will need to specialize the order isomorphism of Lemma 5.1 to the case
that A is a poset. The specialization is provided by the next lemma the proof of
which hinges on the explicit description of ψ given in the previous lemma.
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Lemma 5.3. For any poset A and locale X there is an order isomorphism between
order preserving (i.e. monotone) maps A - ΩX and

{ψ′ : Ω0 - Ω(A×X)|(↑A)Xψ′ = ψ′}

where ↑A: PA - PA is the upper closure operator with respect to the partial
order on A.

Note that ↑A is a suplattice homomorphism, so it is a dcpo homomorphism and
so (↑A)X is well defined; as above, it is the familiar suplattice tensor ↑A ⊗IdΩX .

Proof. We must check that ψ : A - ΩX is a monotone map if and only if
(↑A)Xψ′ = ψ′, i.e. if and only if∨

b≥a

{b} ⊗ ψa =
∨
a′∈A
{a′} ⊗ ψa′ (?).

Certainly if ψ is monotone then (?) holds since {b} ⊗ ψa ≤ {b} ⊗ ψb for any
b ≥ a. Conversely if (?) holds then by applying the previous lemma we have that
∃π2Ω(∆A × IdX)({a′} ⊗ (

∨
b≥a{b} ⊗ ψa)) = ψ(a′) for each a′ ∈ A. For any b ≥ a

take a′ = b in this last, and note that the LHS is greater than or equal to ψa. �

We now prove a series of lemmas about an order-enriched monad opfunctor (R,φ)
with R : LocE - LocF and φ : RPE - PFR. These lemmas provide more
information on what sort of structures are preserved by R relative to the ambient
toposes E and F given increasing assumptions about R and φ.

Lemma 5.4. Given an order-enriched functor R : LocE - LocF which pre-
serves binary products and a monad opfunctor φ : RPE - PFR, R preserves
discrete locales and so defines a functor E - F .

Proof. Consult Proposition 5.2 of [T10b], since in this case R
op

exists and is order-
enriched. The proof is done by checking that R preserves open maps and it is shown
that if ∃f is left adjoint to ΩEf witnessing that f : Y - X is open, then R

op
(∃f )

witnesses that ΩFRf is open. �

If we further know that R preserves all finitary limits (as it will do if it is a right
adjoint) then it further must define a functor from the category of internal posets
in E to the category of internal posets in F (i.e. PosE - PosF ). This is because
the property of being an internal poset can be expressed using finitary limits, see
e.g. Lemma 14 of [T03]. The next two lemmas provide more consequences of the
further assumption that R is cartesian. The first lemma verifies something that we
would expect. For any open a ⊂ - X there is a map pa : ΩE0 - ΩEX which
is the point corresponding to a. If R preserves the Sierpiński object then Ra is an
open of RX since a subobject a ⊂ - X (i.e. a regular monomorphism) in LocE is
open if and only if there is a pullback diagram

a - 1E

X
? χa - SE

1

?
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for some unique χa, where 1 : 1E - SE is the top elements of SE . Note that
pa factors as ΩEχa�0E since SE ∼= PE0E . We would expect that pRa is equal to
R
op

(pa) if R preserves 0E :

Lemma 5.5. If R is as in the previous lemma and further is cartesian and preserves
the initial locale then for any open a ⊂ - X of X, some locale over E, pRa is equal
to R

op
(pa) via the canonical isomorphism ΩF0F ∼= ΩE(R0E).

Proof. R preserves the Sierpiński object since SE ∼= PE0E and R preserves 0E .
But R

op
(�0E ) = ΩFφX�0F (Lemma 4.3) and so the proof can be completed by

naturality of φ since R preserves the pullback square that defines a ⊂ - X. �

Lemma 5.6. Given the conditions of the previous lemma together with the further
assumption that R preserves binary coproduct, then for (A,≤A) an internal poset
in E we have that R

op
(↑A) =↑RA.

Since ↑A is a suplattice endomorphism on the power set of A certainly R
op

(↑A)
exists since R extends to dcpo homomorphisms.

Proof. ↑A is equal to the composite

PA
(ΩEπ1,p≤AΩE0A)- (PA⊗ PA)× (PA⊗ PA)

∧PA⊗PA-

PA⊗ PA
∃π2- PA

where 0A : 0 - A is the unique map from the initial locale and p≤A : ΩE0 - PA⊗
PA is the point of PA ⊗ PA corresponding to the partial order on A. Since each
component in this composite is preserved by R

op
we have that ↑ is preserved as

required. To see that each component is preserved recall that locale coproduct is
given by the set theoretic product of the underlying frames. Further the second
arrow is meet on PA ⊗ PA which is right adjoint to the diagonal and so is pre-
served as the order enrichment is preserved. That p≤RA is equal to R

op
(p≤A) (up

to canonical isomorphism) is covered by the previous lemma. �

If we now assume that there is an adjunction L a R with the property that R
preserves finitary coproduct, then the extension to dcpo homomorphisms specializes
to suplattice homomorphisms:

Lemma 5.7. Given an order-enriched adjunction L a R : LocF
-

� LocE with
a monad isomorphism φ : RPE

∼=- PFR such that R preserves finitary coproduct
then, on morphisms, both L

op
and R

op
preserve the property of being a suplattice

homomorphism and so for any locales X and W over E and F respectively, there
is a natural order isomorphism

SupE(ΩEX,ΩELW )
∼=- SupF (ΩFRX,ΩFW )

given by ΩFηWR
op

( ).

Proof. The second assertion is immediate from the first. Recall that finitary locale
coproduct is given by set theoretic product. Localic codiagonal is set theoretic
diagonal. If finitary set theoretic diagonal is preserved by an order-enriched functor
then so is its left adjoint, which is finitary join. So, L

op
and R

op
both preserve join

preserving maps and so specialize to suplattice homomorphisms provided L and R
preserve finitary coproduct. R preserves finitary coproduct by assumption and L
preserves finitary coproduct since it is a left adjoint. �
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Our final basic lattice theoretic result is the following lemma on presenting any
set as a dcpo equalizer.

Lemma 5.8. For any object B of a topos F there is an equalizer diagram

B ⊂ - PB
qB-

q′B

- P (B ×B)× ΩF

in F where qB and q′B are dcpo homomorphisms.

Proof. P (B × B) × ΩF is the frame of the locale (B × B) + 1. Recall ΩF = P1,
and 1 = {∗} the singleton set. Let qB(I) = (I× I, {∗}) and let q′B(I) = ({(i, i) | i ∈
I}, {∗ | ∃i ∈ I}). It is routine to verify that these are both dcpo homomorphisms
and that B is their equalizer. �

Proposition 5.9. If L a R : LocF
-

� LocE is an order-enriched adjunction
with a monad isomorphism φ : RPE ∼= PFR such that (a) R preserves finitary
coproduct and (b) R preserves, up to the monad isomorphism φ, the strength on
P then there exists a geometric morphism f : F - E, unique up to natural
transformation, such that R ∼= f∗ and L ∼= Σf .

Proof. From Proposition 5.4 R defines a functor f∗ : E - F by restriction to
discrete locales. It is our candidate for the inverse image of a geometric morphism.
Note that since finite limits of discrete locales are created in Loc we have that f∗

is cartesian. To construct a right adjoint to f∗ : E - F we use Lemma 5.8. For
any object B of F define f∗(B) to be the equalizer in E of

L
op

(PB)
L
op
qB-
-

L
op
q′B

L
op

(P (B ×B)× ΩF )

where qB and q′B are dcpo homomorphisms constructed as in Lemma 5.8. It is
clear how to extend this definition to morphisms and so we have defined a functor
f∗ : F - E . By Lemma 5.1 E(A,ΩELB) ∼= dcpoE(ΩE0,ΩE(A× LB)) naturally
in dcpo homomorphisms. So, since E(A,ΩELB) = E(A,L

op
PB), we can prove that

f∗ a f∗ by constructing a bijection

Λ : dcpoE(ΩE0,ΩE(A× LW )) - dcpoF (ΩF0,ΩF (RA×W ))

natural in dcpo homomorphisms between frames ΩFW . Define Λ by

Λ(ψ′) = ΩE(IdRA × ηW )R
op

(ψ′)

and this is clearly natural in dcpo homomorphisms between ΩFW s by construction
and by exploiting the assumption that R preserves the strength and so preserves
qX for any locale X and any dcpo homomorphism q. To complete our construction
of a geometric morphism we have to check that Λ is a bijection. However for any
object A of E consider the following diagram:
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SupE(ΩEA,ΩE(LW ))
∼=- SupE(ΩE ,ΩE(A× LW ))

∼=- dcpoE(ΩE0,ΩE(A× LW ))

SupF (ΩFRA,ΩF (RLW ))

R
op

? ∼=- SupF (ΩF ,ΩF (RA×RLW ))

R
op

? ∼=- dcpoF (ΩF0,ΩF (RA×RLW ))

R
op

?

SupF (ΩFRA,ΩF (W ))

ΩFηW ◦ ( )

? ∼= - dcpoF (ΩF0,ΩF (RA×W ))

ΩF (IdRA × ηW ) ◦ ( )

?

Certainly the bottom rectangle commutes by construction. The top left square
commutes by Lemma 5.2 because R

op
preserves the relevant structure. The top

right hand square commutes because it can be readily checked that R
op

preserves
the top map { } : Ω0 - Ω which is the universal map from 1 to the free suplattice
on 1 (i.e. Ω). Therefore, because the left hand vertical map is a bijection (Lemma
5.7), we have that the right hand vertical map, i.e. Λ, is a bijection and so f∗ a f∗
and we have defined a geometric morphism f : F - E .

To check L ∼= Σf we observe, for any locale W over F and for any poset A of E
PosE(A,ΩEΣf (W )) = PosE(A, f∗ΩFW )

∼= PosF (f∗A,ΩFW )
= PosF (RA,ΩFW )
∼= {ψ′ : ΩF0 - ΩF (RA×W )| ↑WRA ψ′ = ψ′}
∼= {ψ′ : ΩE0 - ΩE(A× LW )| ↑LWA ψ′ = ψ′} via Λ−1

∼= PosE(A,ΩELW )

where the second and third last lines are using Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6. Therefore,
L ∼= Σf .

Finally the uniqueness of f : F - E (up to natural transformation) is trivial:
if f ′ : F - E is some other geometric morphism with (f ′)∗ : LocE - LocF
isomorphic to R then (f ′)∗A ∼= R(A) ∼= f∗(A) for every discrete locale A over E
and so f ′ ∼= f . �

6. Dropping the strength

In this section we check that (ii) and (iii) of the main theorem are equivalent
categories. It can be seen that this follows from proving,

Proposition 6.1. Given an order-enriched adjunction L a R : LocF
-� LocE

and a monad isomorphism φ : RPE ∼= PFR such that R preserves finitary coproduct
then R also preserves the strength on P up to φ.

To prove the Proposition, by Lemma 4.5, what is required is a proof that
R
op

(qY ) ∼= [R
op

(q)]RY for any dcpo homomorphism q between frames in E . In
outline the proof exploits the fact that qY can be described by using the lifting
to Kleisli categories of localic change of base functors ([T03]) and then checking
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that R
op

commutes with these lifted change of base functors. This is achieved by
checking that the property of having φ is stable under slicing and then, effectively,
verifying Beck-Chevalley for the lifting of the square that relates the slice of L a R
back down to L a R via the change of base functors.

The next subsection introduces the necessary background material on weak
triquotient assignments, the second subsection proves the necessary slice stabil-
ity result. The final subsection consists of a proof of the Proposition. It is worth
noting that the entire proof can be carried out axiomatically using the categorical
description of weak triquotient assignments contained in [T10a]; but for the sake of
not having to increase the complexity of our exposition by introducing the relevant
categorical axioms, our Proposition and proof is left a result about Loc.

6.1. Weak triquotient assignments. Weak triquotient assignments will play a
central role in the proof, essentially because they provide an external characteriza-
tion of dcpo homomorphisms in each localic slice.

Definition 6.2. If f : X - Y is a map in the category of locales then a weak
triquotient assignment on f is a dcpo homomorphism f# : ΩX - ΩY with the
property that

f#(a1 ∧ [a2 ∨ Ωf(b)]) = [f#(a1) ∧ b] ∨ f#(a1 ∧ a2)

for all a1, a2 ∈ ΩX and b ∈ ΩY .

Weak triquotient assignments were originally isolated by Vickers in an unpub-
lished note as a weakening of Plewe’s notion of triquotient assignment [P97]. The
notion is a localic form of the topological notion of triquotient map introduced
by Michael. Note that a lattice theoretic manipulation shows that the defining
equation is equivalent to requiring that both

(a) f#(a) ∧ b ≤ f#(a ∧ Ωf(b))

and
(b) f#(a ∨ Ωf(b)) ≤ f#(a) ∨ b

for all a ∈ ΩX and b ∈ ΩY . We shall use this characterization of weak triquotient
assignment in our applications below.

Any open map f : X - Y gives rise to an example of a weak triquotient
assignment since, it can be verified by elementary lattice theoretic manipulations,
∃f is a weak triquotient assignment on f . Another class of examples arises from
any split localic surjection: if q : X - Y is split by i : Y - X then q# = Ωi
is a weak triquotient assignment on q.

Weak triquotient assignments are preserved by R
op

:

Lemma 6.3. Given R : LocE - LocF preserving binary coproduct and for
which there is a monad opfunctor φ : RPE - PFR, then for any weak triquotient
assignment f# : ΩEX - ΩEX ′ on a locale map f : X - X ′ in E, R

op
(f#) is

a weak triquotient assignment on R(f) : RX - RX ′.

Proof. Just as in the proof of Lemma 5.7, R
op

preserves frame meet and join and
therefore preserves the equations that define weak triquotient assignment. �

Given a locale map f : X - Y , there is a corresponding locale in the topos of
sheaves over Y under the equivalence Loc/Y ' LocSh(Y ) ([JT84]). The key prop-
erty of weak triquotient assignments on f : X - Y is that they are an external
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representation of the internal points of the double power of this corresponding locale
in the topos of sheaves over Y . This allows us to translate facts about internal dcpo
homomorphisms relative to sheaves over Y into facts about dcpo homomorphisms
in the relevant ambient topos. Since the points of the double power locale are in
order isomorphism with dcpo homomorphisms, this key property can be expressed
as:

Lemma 6.4. There is an order isomorphism between weak triquotient assignments
on f : X - Y and internal dcpo homomorphisms,

dcpoY (ΩYXf ,ΩY ).

Note that we are using dcpoY to denote the category of dcpos relative to the
topos, Sh(Y ), of sheaves over Y . Xf is used as the object of Loc/Y given by the

morphism f : X - Y and XY is used for the object X×Y π2- Y . Every locale
map f : X - Y gives rise to a geometric morphism f : Sh(X) - Sh(Y )
and so by (i) implies (ii) of the main theorem there is an order-enriched adjunc-
tion (LocX)opPX

-� (LocY )opPY which is a contravariant lifting of the pullback ad-
junction Σf a f∗ : Loc/X -� Loc/Y ; we use f# a f∗ for this order-enriched
adjunction. Note that the unit of this order-enriched adjunction at ΩYX ′f ′ is

ΩYX ′f ′
ΩY π2- ΩY [X×YX ′]fπ1 and the counit at ΩXWg is ΩX [X×YW ]π1

ΩX(g,IdW )- ΩXWg.
The term change of base will be used when we are passing through this adjunction.
Finally, we will use γY for the unique geometric morphism from Sh(Y ) back to the
relevant base topos.

Proof. Consult Lemma 41 in [T03]. The order isomorphism, in one direction, sends
any dcpo homomorphism q : ΩYXf

- ΩY to γY∗ (q). In the other direction
for any weak triquotient assignment f# : ΩX - ΩY of f , the corresponding
dcpo homomorphism relative to Sh(Y ) is the unique q : ΩYXf

- ΩY such that

ΩYXY
ΩY (IdX ,f)- ΩYXf

q- ΩY is equal to ΩYXY
f̃#- ΩY where (̃ ) is adjoint

transpose with respect to (γY )# a γY∗ . �

As an application we prove the key pullback stability result for locale maps with
weak triquotient assignments:

Lemma 6.5. Given a pullback square

X ×Y X ′
π1 - X

X ′

π2

? f ′ - Y

f

?

in Loc and any weak triquotient assignment f# : ΩX - ΩY on f there exists
a unique weak triquotient assignment (π2)# : Ω(X ×Y X ′) - ΩX ′ on π2 :
X ×Y X ′ - X ′ such that the Beck-Chevalley condition holds; i.e. such that
(π2)#Ωπ1 = Ωf ′f#.

This was proved originally by Plewe, [P97], for triquotient assignments and the
proof for weak triquotient assignments follows a similar path. The result was proved
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by Vickers in the unpublished note that originally isolated the class of weak triquo-
tient assignments. The existence part is proved in [T03] using the representation
theorem of the previous lemma and we repeat the proof here and include the unique-
ness part.

Proof. If q : ΩY (Xf ) - ΩY is the dcpo homomorphism relative to Sh(Y ) that
corresponds to f# then (f ′)#(q) is a dcpo homomorphism from ΩX′([X ×Y X ′]π2)
to ΩX′ relative to Sh(X ′) and so gives rise to a weak triquotient assignment
γX
′

∗ ((f ′)#(q)) on π2.

The map ΩX
f#- ΩY

Ωf ′- ΩX ′ is equal to

ΩYXY
ΩY (IdX ,f)- ΩYXf

q- ΩY
ΩY f

′
- ΩYX ′f ′

after passing through the adjunction (γY )# a γY∗ (i.e. by changing base to Y ). This

is because γY∗ takes ΩY f ′ to Ωf ′ and the definition of q. Since ΩY
ΩY f

′
- ΩYX ′f ′

is the unit of (f ′)# a f ′∗ at ΩY , if we next change base along f ′ we obtain

ΩX′XX′
ΩX′ (i)- ΩX′ [X ×Y X ′]π2

(f ′)#(q)- ΩX′ where i is the inclusion X ×Y
X ′ ⊂ - X ×X ′.

On the other hand, since the adjoint transpose of ΩX
π1- Ω(X ×Y X ′) under

the adjunction (γX
′
)# a γX′∗ is ΩX′(i) we have that, under change of base to X ′,

ΩX
Ωπ1- Ω(X ×Y X ′)

γX
′
∗ ((f ′)#(q))- ΩX ′ is equal to ΩX′XX′

ΩX′ (i)- ΩX′ [X ×Y
X ′]π2

(f ′)#(q)- ΩX′ and so this completes a verification of the Beck-Chevalley con-
dition given in the statement of the lemma.

For the uniqueness part of the statement of the corollary notice that if (π2)′#
is some other weak triquotient assignment such that (π2)′#Ωπ1 = Ωf ′f# then by
change of base to X ′,

ΩX′XX′
ΩX′ (i)- ΩX′(X ×Y X ′)

q′- ΩX′ =

ΩX′XX′
ΩX′ (i)- ΩX′(X ×Y X ′)

(f ′)#(q)- ΩX′

where q′ is the dcpo homomorphism relative to Sh(X ′) that corresponds to (π2)′#.
It follows that q′ = (f ′)#(q) and therefore that (π2)′# = (π2)#, because ΩX′(i) is
an epimorphism since i is a regular monomorphism. �

Corollary 6.6. Given the conditions of the lemma, if f : X - Y is a split
surjection (split by i : Y - X) then the unique weak triquotient assignment
on π2 corresponding to f# = Ωi is Ω(π∗1(i)) where π∗1(i) is the pullback of i along
π1 : X ×Y X ′ - X.

Proof. The adjoint transpose of ΩX
Ωi- ΩY across (γY )# a γY∗ is ΩYXY

ΩY (i,IdY )- ΩY
which factors as ΩYXY

(IdX ,f)- ΩYXf
ΩY i- ΩY . Therefore the dcpo homomor-

phism relative to Sh(Y ) corresponding to the weak triquotient assignment Ωi on f
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is equal to ΩXXf
ΩY i- ΩY . By considering the pullback diagrams

X ′
f ′ - Y

X ×Y X ′

(if ′, IdX′)

? π1 - X

i

?

X ′

π2

? f ′ - Y

f

?

it can be seen that (f ′)#(ΩY i) is ΩX′(X×YX ′)π2

ΩX′ (if
′,IdX′ )- ΩX ′, i.e. ΩX′(π∗1(i)).

The result follows since γX
′

∗ (ΩX′(π∗1(i))) = Ω(π∗1(i)). �

Note that because Lemma 6.4 can be proved using only topos valid reasoning it
can be carried out in the topos of sheaves Sh(Z) for any locale Z and so we have:

Lemma 6.7. For any locale maps f : X - Y and f ′ : X ′ - Y there is an
order isomorphism between dcpo homomorphisms q : ΩYXf

- ΩYX ′f ′ and weak
triquotient assignments on π2 : X ×Y X ′ - X ′.

Proof. By change of base to Sh(X ′). The geometric morphism f ′ : Sh(X ′) - Sh(Y )
induces an order isomorphism between dcpoY (ΩYXf ,ΩYX ′f ′) and dcpoX′(ΩY ([X×Y
X ′]π2),ΩX′). �

The notation aq : Ω(X×Y X ′) - ΩX ′ is used for the weak triquotient assign-
ment corresponding to q : ΩYXf

- ΩYX ′f ′ . For example, for any locale map

h : X ′f ′ - Xf in the slice Loc/Y , aΩY (h) is equal to Ω(X×Y X ′)
Ω(h,IdX′ )- ΩX ′.

Since q factors as ΩYXf
ΩY π1- ΩY [X ×Y X ′]fπ1

f ′∗(q̂)- ΩYX ′f ′ by change of base

across (f ′)# a f ′∗ (where (̂ ) is adjoint transpose with respect to (f ′)# a f ′∗), we
have that γY∗ (q) is equal to ΩX

π1- Ω(X×Y X ′)
aq- ΩX. This is usually enough

to establish facts about q from aq since γY∗ is faithful as the counit of (γY )# a γY∗
is equal to ΩY (IdX , f) which is an epimorphism since (IdX , f) : Xf

⊂ - XY is a
regular monomorphism.

Our final technical step in setting up the necessary background on weak triquo-
tient assignments is to check that the previous lemma is natural in locale maps:

Lemma 6.8. Given an internal dcpo homomorphism q : ΩYXf
- ΩYX ′f ′ ,

(i) For any h : X ′′f ′′ - X ′f ′ , a
ΩY (h)q is the unique weak triquotient assignment

on π′′2 : X ×Y X ′′ - X ′′ such that Beck-Chevalley holds for the pullback square

X ×Y X ′′
IdX × h- X ×Y X ′

X ′′

π′′2

? h - X ′

π′2

?
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i.e. such that aΩY (h)qΩ(IdX × h) = Ω(h)aq.
(ii) For any morphism t : Xf

- Zg of Loc/Y , aqΩY t = aqΩ(t × IdX′) with
t× IdX′ : X ×Y X ′ - Z ×Y X ′.

Proof. (i). Let us first consider h : X ′′ - X ′ as a geometric morphism and note
that the unit of h# a h∗ at ΩX′([X ×Y X ′]π′2) is

ΩX′([X ×Y X ′]π′2)
ΩX′ (IdX×h)- ΩX′([X ×Y X ′′]hπ′′2 ).

This can be seen, for example, by unraveling the isomorphism X ×Y X ′′ ∼= [X ×Y
X ′]π2 ×X′ X ′′.

Since aΩY (h)q is by definition a weak triquotient assignment on π′′2 : X ×Y
X ′′ - X ′′ all that is required to complete the proof of (i) is to verify that
aΩY (h)qΩ(Id × h) = Ω(h)aq. Now, aΩY (h)q = γX

′′

∗ (Ω̂Y hq), where (̂ ) is change of
base to X ′′. But (̂ ) can be found by first changing base to X ′ and then changing
base via h. The image of ΩY (h)q relative to X ′ is

ΩX′([X ×Y X ′]π′2)
q̃- ΩX′

ΩX′h- ΩX′X ′′h

where (̃ ) is change of base to X ′. The image of this, via h, is ΩX′′([X ×Y
X ′′]π′′2 )

h#(q̃)- ΩX′′ because ΩX′h is the unit of h# a h∗ at ΩX′ . It follows:

aΩY (h)qΩ(IdX × h) = γX
′′

∗ (Ω̂Y hq)Ω(IdX × h)

= γX
′′

∗ h#(q̃)Ω(IdX × h)

= γX
′

∗ h∗h
#(q̃)γX

′

∗ ΩX′(IdX × h)

= γX
′

∗ (h∗h#(q̃)ΩX′(IdX × h))

= γX
′

∗ (ΩX′(h)(q̃)) (?)

= γX
′

∗ ΩX′(h)γX
′

∗ (q̃)
= Ω(h)aq

where we are exploiting our first observation that ΩX′(IdX × h) is a unit at stage
(?).

(ii). qΩY t is equal to ΩX′([Z×Y X ′]π′2)
ΩX′ (t×IdX′ )- ΩX′([X×Y X ′]π′2)

q̃- ΩX′
when changed to base X ′, where q̃ is the mate of q. The result follows by applying
γX
′

∗ since aq = γX
′

∗ (q̃) and γX
′

∗ (ΩX′(t× IdX′)) = Ω(t× IdX′). �

6.2. Slice stability. We now embark on a series of lemmas that culminates in
showing that (iii) of the main theorem is stable under slicing. If L a R is an order-
enriched adjunction between LocF and LocE then for any locale Y of E there is a
sliced order-enriched adjunction,

LocF/RY
LY-
�
RY

LocE/Y

given by RY (Xf ) = R(X)R(f) and LY (Wg) = LWg̃, where g̃ is the mate of g under
the adjunction L a R. It is easy to see that if R preserves finitary coproduct then
so does RY because finitary coproducts in any slice Loc/Z are created in Loc (this
is true of any category). To show that the conditions in (iii) of the main theorem
hold for the sliced adjunction, given an assumption that they hold for L a R, we
therefore need to show that there is a lifting LY a RY to the Kleisli categories given
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a lifting L a R of L a R; this is by appeal to Lemma 3.3. In fact we construct the
contravariant adjunction RY

op a LY
op

and our first step is to establish an order
isomorphism between the relevant sets of dcpo homomorphisms:

Lemma 6.9. There is an order isomorphism

τXf ,Wg : dcpoY (ΩYXf ,ΩY LY (Wg))
∼=- dcpoRY (ΩRYRY (Xf ),ΩRYWg).

for any objects Xf and Wg of Loc/Y and Loc/RY respectively. If n : LY (Wg) - Xf

is a morphism of Loc/Y then τXf ,WgΩY (n) = ΩRY ñ where (̃ ) is adjoint transpose
with respect to LY a RY .

Proof. Given the order isomorphism between such dcpo homomorphisms and weak
triquotient assignments (Lemma 6.7) this amounts to establishing an order iso-
morphism between weak triquotient assignments. Given a dcpo homomorphism
q : ΩYXf

- ΩY LY (Wg) there is aq the corresponding weak triquotient assign-
ment on X ×Y LW π2- LW . Then R

op
(aq) is a weak triquotient assignment on

RX×RY RLW π2- RLW by Lemma 6.3 and so by the pullback property of weak
triquotient assignments, since

RX ×RY W
IdRX × ηW- RX ×RY RLW

W

π2

? ηW - RLW

π2

?

is a pullback square, there exists a unique weak triquotient assignment, b : ΩF (RX×RY
W ) - ΩF (W ) say, such that

bΩF (IdRX × ηW ) = ΩFηWR
op

(aq) Eqn. I.

Define τXf ,Wg
(q) by b = aτXf ,Wg (q); i.e. τXf ,Wg

(q) is the unique dcpo homomor-
phism over ShF (RY ) whose corresponding weak triquotient assignment is b.

In the other direction if ar is the weak triquotient assignment on RX ×RY
W π2- W corresponding to some dcpo homomorphism r : ΩRYRY (Xf ) - ΩRYWg

then define c : ΩF (X ×Y LW ) - ΩF (LW ) to be the adjoint transpose of the
map

ΩF (RX ×RY RLW )
ΩF (IdRX×ηW )- ΩF (RX ×RY W )

ar- ΩF (W )

with respect to the adjunction R
op a Lop. Consider the diagram,

ΩF (RX×RYRLW )×ΩF (RLW )
Id×RopΩEπ2- ΩF (RX ×RY RLW )× ΩF (RX ×RY RLW )

R
op∧- ΩF (RX ×RY RLW )

ΩF (RX ×RY W )× ΩF (W )

ΩF (IdRX × ηW )× ΩF (ηW )

? Id× ΩFπ2 - ΩF (RX ×RY W )× ΩF (RX ×RY W )
∧ - ΩF (RX ×RY W )

ΩF (IdRX × ηW )

?

ΩF (W )× ΩF (W )

ar × Id

? ∧ΩF (W ) - ΩF (W )

ar

?
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The top square commutes because R
op

(∧) is frame meet (since R preserves the
co-diagonal and R

op
is order-enriched) and R

op
ΩEπ2

∼= ΩFπ2. Since further we
have that

∧ΩF (W )(ar × Id) ≤ ar ∧ΩF (RX×YW ) (Id× ΩF (π2))

by definition of weak triquotient assignment, it follows that the bottom and left
hand vertical composition in this diagram is less than or equal to the right hand
and top composition, i.e. that

∧ΩF (W )(ar × Id)(ΩF (IdRX × ηW )× ΩF (ηW ))

≤ arΩF (IdRX × ηW )(R
op∧ΩE(X×Y LW ))(Id×R

op
ΩEπ2).

The adjoint transpose (under R
op a Lop) of the top and right hand composition

is c ∧ΩE(X×Y LW ) (Id× ΩEπ2) since Id × R
op

ΩEπ2
∼= R

op
(Id × ΩEπ2). Since we

also have that L
op∧ΩFW

∼= ∧ΩELW the adjoint transpose of the bottom and left
hand vertical composition is ∧ΩELW (c × Id). Since the adjunction R

op a Lop is
order-enriched it establishes an order isomorphism on homsets and so

∧ΩELW (c× Id) ≤ c ∧ΩE(X×Y LW ) (Id× ΩEπ2).

A dual argument, with binary meet in place of binary join establishes

c ∨ΩE(X×Y LW ) (Id× ΩEπ2) ≤ ∨ΩELW (c× Id),

and so c is a weak triquotient assignment on π2 : X ×Y LW - LW .
By applying R

op
to c and postcomposing with ΩF (ηW ) we get the adjoint trans-

pose of c (i.e. arΩF (IdRX × ηW )). Therefore the weak triquotient assignment on
π2 : RX ×Y W - W obtained from c is again ar by the uniqueness of weak
triquotient assignments satisfying Beck-Chevalley for the pullback square,

RX ×RY W
IdRX × ηW- RX ×RY RLW

W

π2

? ηW - RLW

π2

?

On the other hand given any weak triquotient assignment aq on π2 : X×Y LW - LW ,
the adjoint transpose of bΩF (IdRX × ηW ) (b defined from aq as in before Eqn I
above) is aq by application of Eqn I. We have therefore established an order isomor-
phism between weak triquotient assignments on π2 : X×Y LW - LW and weak
triquotient assignments on π2 : RX ×Y W - W , and therefore, by application
of Lemma 6.7, we have established an order isomorphism as required.

For the assertion τXf ,WgΩY (n) = ΩRY (ñ) note that because aΩY (n) = Ω(n, IdLW )

we have that R
op

(aΩY (n)) = Ω(Rn, IdRL(W )). Now RLW
(Rn,IdRL(W ))- RX ×RY

RLW is a splitting of the localic surjection RX ×RY RLW
π2- RLW and so by

Corollary 6.6 the unique weak triquotient assignment corresponding to τXf ,Wg
ΩY (n)

is equal to Ω(ñ, IdW ) because there is a pullback square:
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W
ηW - RLW

RX ×Y W

(ñ, IdW )

? IdRX × ηW- RX ×RY RLW

(Rn, IdRLW )

?

It follows that τXf ,WgΩY (n) = ΩRY (ñ) because aΩRY (ñ) = Ω(ñ, IdW ) and so
ΩRY (ñ) is the unique dcpo homomorphism corresponding to the weak triquotient
assignment Ω(ñ, IdW ). �

The next step is to make RY
op

functorial. It should be clear how RY
op

is going to
be defined on morphisms given that τXf ,Wg is a contravariant extension of the order
isomorphism Loc/Y (LY (Wg), Xf ) ∼= Loc/RY (Wg, RY (Xf )) induced by LY a RY .

Definition 6.10. For any dcpo homomorphism q : ΩYXf
- ΩYX ′f ′ define

RY
op

(q) to be

τXf ,RY (X′
f′ )

(ΩYXf
q- ΩYX ′f ′

ΩY εX′- ΩY LYRYX ′f ′).

With this definition it is clear that RY
op

(ΩY h) = ΩRYRY (h) for any morphism
h of Loc/Y and so RY

op
extends RY contravariantly.

Lemma 6.11. For any q : ΩYXf
- ΩYX ′f ′ , (i) R

op
(aq) = aRY

op
(q) and (ii)

γRY∗ RY
op

(q) = R
op
γY∗ (q). It follows that,

(a) RY
op

is functorial,
(b) for X ′f ′ = LYWg, τXf ,Wg

(q) = ΩRY ηWRY
op

(q); and,
(c) τXf ,Wg

is natural in dcpo homomorphisms between ΩYXf s.

Proof. For (i), by application of the first part of the naturality lemma (Lemma
6.8), we have that aΩY εX′q is equal to the unique weak triquotient assignment, b,
on π2 : X ×Y LRX ′ - LRX ′ such that bΩE(IdX × εX′) = ΩEεX′aq. Now
consider the pullback diagrams

RX ×RY RX ′
IdRX × ηRX′- RX ×RY RLRX ′

IdRX ×RεX′- RX ×RY RX ′

RX ′

π2

? ηRX′ - RLRX ′

π2

? RεX′ - RX ′

π2

?

The right hand side square is the image under R of the pullback diagram that is
used to define b. By definition aRY

op
(q) is the unique weak triquotient assignment on

π2 : RX×Y RX ′ - RX ′ such that aRY
op

(q)ΩF (IdRX × ηRX′) = ΩFηRX′R
op

(b).
Therefore R

op
(aq) = aRY

op
(q) by the uniqueness part of Lemma 6.5 applied to the

whole diagram since R
op

(b)Ω(IdRX×RεX′) = ΩRεX′R
op

(aq) and both the bottom
and top rows are identity maps.

For (ii), as was clarified after Lemma 6.7, we have that γY∗ (q) factors as

ΩEX
π1- ΩE(X ×Y X ′)

aq- ΩEX ′.
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So (ii) follows from (i) since γRY∗ (RY
op

(q)) factors as

ΩFRX
π1- ΩF (RX ×RY RX ′)

aRY
op(q)
- ΩFRX ′.

(a) is immediate from (ii) since γRY∗ is faithful. For (b), aτXf ,Wg (q) is the unique
weak triquotient assignment on π2 : RX×RYW - W such that aτXf ,Wg (q)ΩF (IdRX×
ηW ) = ΩFηWR

op
(aq). By the naturality lemma aΩFηWRY

op
(q) is the unique weak

triquotient assignment on π2 such that aΩFηWRY
op

(q)ΩF (IdRX×ηW ) = ΩFηWaRY
op

(q)

and so (b) follows from (i). (c) is immediate from (a) and (b). �

It follows that RY
op a LY

op
where on morphism LY

op
is defined by,

Definition 6.12. For any dcpo homomorphism r : ΩRYWg
- ΩRYW ′g′ define

LY
op

(r) to be

τ−1
LY (Wg),W ′

g′
(ΩRYRY LY (Wg)

ΩRY ηW- ΩRYWg
r- ΩRYW ′g′).

That LY
op

is functorial and right adjoint to RY
op

is immediate from the fact
that τ is an order isomorphism that is natural with respect to dcpo homomorphisms
between ΩYXf s. That the resulting adjunction LY a RY is a lifting of LY a RY
follows as it is shown above (Lemma 6.9) that τXf ,Wg

ΩY (n) = ΩRY ñ. It follows
that:

Theorem 6.13. The conditions contained in (iii) of the main theorem are stable
under slicing: if L a R : LocF

-� LocE is an order-enriched adjunction with R
preserving finitary coproduct and there is a monad isomorphism φ : RPE

∼=- PFR,
then for any locale Y over E, RY in the sliced adjunction LY a RY : LocF/RY

-� LocE/Y

preserves finitary coproduct and there is a monad isomorphism φY : RY PY
∼=- PRYRY .

However for our proof of Proposition 6.1 we are going to need to be more explicit
about LY

op
:

Lemma 6.14. If r : ΩRYWg
- ΩRYW ′g′ is a dcpo homomorphism relative to

ShF (RY ) then γY∗ LY
op

(r) = L
op
γRY∗ (r).

Proof. γRY∗ (r) factors as ΩFW
ΩFπ1- ΩF (W×RYW ′)

ar- ΩFW ′, and γY∗ (LY
op

(r))

factors as ΩELW
ΩEπ1- ΩE(LW ×Y LW ′)

aLY
op(r)
- ΩELW ′ so we need to check that

aLY
op

(r)ΩEπ1 = L
op

(ar)ΩELπ1

where π1 : LW ×Y LW ′ - LW (on the left hand side) and Lπ1 : L(W ×RY
W ′) - LW (on the right hand side). Now, by the second part of the natu-
rality lemma (Lemma 6.8), the weak triquotient assignment corresponding to the
morphism ΩRYRY LY (Wg)

ΩRY ηW- ΩRYWg
r- ΩRYW ′g′ used in the definition of

LY
op

(r) is

ΩF (RLW ×RY W ′)
ΩF (ηW×IdW ′ )- ΩF (W ×RY W ′)

ar- ΩFW ′.

Therefore, from the definition of τ−1, we have that aLY
op

(r) is equal to the adjoint
transpose (via R

op a Lop) of

ΩF (RLW ×RY RLW ′)
ΩF (ηW×ηW ′ )- ΩF (W ×RY W ′)

ar- ΩFW ′.
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Hence aLY
op

(r) is equal to the map

ΩE(LW ×Y LW ′)
ΩEεLW×Y LW ′- ΩELR(LW ×Y LW ′)

∼=- ΩEL(RLW ×RY RLW ′)
ΩEL(ηW×ηW ′ )- ΩEL(W ×RY W ′)

L
op

(ar)- ΩELW ′

and the proof reduces to checking that Lπ1 : L(W ×RY W ′) - LW factors

as L(W ×RY W ′)
L(ηW×ηW ′ )- L(RLW ×RY RLW ′)

L(Rπ1,Rπ2)−1
- LR(LW ×Y

LW ′)
εLW×Y LW ′- LW ×Y LW ′

π1- LW ; this is clear because (i) π1εLW×Y LW ′ =
εLWLRπ1 by naturality of ε, (ii) LRπ1L(Rπ1, Rπ2)−1L(ηW × ηW ′) = Lπ1L(ηW ×
ηW ′) = LηWLπ1 and (iii) εLWLηW = IdLW . �

6.3. Proof of Proposition 6.1.

Proof. Given Lemma 4.5 what is required is a proof that R
op

(qY ) ∼= [R
op

(q)]RY

for any dcpo homomorphism q : ΩEX1
- ΩEX2. From the explicit description

of the natural transformation corresponding to a dcpo homomorphism given in
[T03] it can be seen that qY is given by γY∗ (γY )#(q) so by part (ii) of Lemma 6.11
(which shows that γRY∗ RY

op
( ) = R

op
γY∗ ( )) the proof reduces to checking that

RY
op

(γY )# ∼= (γRY )#R
op

via ΩF (Rπ1, Rπ2). This follows from Corollary 3.4 with
D = LocF/RY , C = LocE and ΣY LY a RY Y ∗ and LΣRY a (RY )∗R as the two
adjunctions. Here we are of course using the notation ΣY : Loc/Y - Loc for the
forgetful functor and Y ∗ for its right adjoint, the pullback functor. The corollary
is applicable since by Lemma 6.14 γY∗ LY

op
(r) = L

op
γRY∗ (r); i.e. ΣY LY = LΣRY ,

and (RY )∗R ∼= RY Y
∗ via (Rπ1, Rπ2) : R( × )

∼=- R( )×R( ). �

Note that Beck-Chevalley holds for the diagram of adjunctions,

LocF/RY
LY-�
RY

LocE/Y

LocF

ΣRY

?

a (RY )∗
6

L -�
R

LocE

ΣY

?

a Y ∗
6

The proof just given shows that Beck-Chevalley also holds for the lifting to Kleisli
categories of this diagram of adjunctions. Indeed, conversely, if Beck-Chevalley
holds for the lifting of the above diagram then R preserves the strength.

7. Representing geometric morphisms using the lower and upper
power locale monads

This section proves the equivalence of (iii) and (iv) of the main theorem. See,
for example, [JV91] for the definitions of the lower and the upper power locale
monads, PL and PU respectively. The key property of their functor parts is that
for each locale X there is a universal suplattice (respectively preframe) homo-
morphism ΩX

�X- ΩPL(X) (ΩX
�X- ΩPU (X)) such that for every suplattice

(respectively preframe) homomorphism ρ : ΩX - ΩY there is a unique map
fρ : Y - PL(X) (respectively fρ : Y - PU (X)) such that ρ = Ωfρ�X
(ρ = Ωfρ�X). The rest of the monad structure follows from this defining universal
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property of the functor PL : Loc - Loc (PU : Loc - Loc). The resulting
Kleisli category LocPL (LocPU ) is isomorphic to the opposite of the category whose
objects are frames and whose morphisms are suplattice (preframe) homomorphisms.

Definition 7.1. If C is an order-enriched category with two monads Ta=(Ta, ηa, µa)
and Ta=(Tb, ηb, µb) then a distribution isomorphism is a natural isomorphism ψ :
TaTb - TbTa such that the diagrams

Ta

TaTb
ψ -

�

T a
η
b

TbTa

η b
T
a

-

Tb

T b
η
a
-

�

η a
T
b

and

TaTaTb
Taψ- TaTbTa

ψTa- TbTaTa

TaTb

µaTb

? ψ - TbTa

Tbµ
a

?

TaTbTb

Taµ
b

6

ψTb- TbTaTb
Tbψ- TbTbTa

µbTa

6

both commute.

The notion of a distribution isomorphism is of interest because given two monads
and a distribution isomorphism a third monad naturally arises:

Lemma 7.2. If C is an order-enriched category with two order-enriched monads
Ta and Tb for which there is a distribution isomorphism ψ : TaTb

∼=- TbTa then
there is another order-enriched monad, Tab, given by

(TaTb, Id
ηa- Ta

Taη
b
- TaTb, TaTbTaTb

Taψ
−1
Tb- TaTaTbTb

µaTbTb- TaTbTb
Taµ

b
- TaTb).

Proof. The proof is a routine though lengthy diagram chase. �

The paper [JV91] provides an example of a distribution isomorphism by effec-
tively showing that there is a distribution isomorphism between the lower and
upper power locale monads. Indeed it was the observation that the lower and up-
per power locales commute and so give rise to a third power locale (the ‘double’
power locale) which initially attracted interest in the study of P. The distribution
isomorphism, ψX : PLPU (X)

∼=- PUPL(X), is the unique locale map such that
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map ΩψX�PLX�X = �PUX�X . Note, ([JV91]), that both �PLX�X and �PUX�X

are universal dcpo homomorphism (with codomains ΩPLPU (X) and ΩPUPL(X)
respectively).

Our final definition provides clarity on the terms used in the statement (iv) of
the main theorem:

Definition 7.3. If C and D are two order-enriched categories each with two mon-
ads; TCa , TCb , TDa , and TDb , for which there are two distribution isomorphisms,
ψC : T Ca T

C
b
- T Cb T

C
a and ψD : TDa T

D
b

- TDb T
D
a , then for any F : C - D for

which there are two monad opfunctors φa : FT Ca - TDa F and φb : FT Cb - TDb F
then F is said to preserve the distribution isomorphism up to the monad opfunctors
provided the diagram

F Ca T
C
b

FψC- FT Cb T
C
a

TDa FT
C
b

φa
TCb

?

TDb FT
C
a

φbTCa
?

TDa T
D
b F

TDa φ
b

?
ψDF- TDb T

D
a F

TDb φ
a

?

commutes.

With this we can now establish (iii) implies (iv) of the main theorem: Lemma
5.7 shows how to lift L a R to the Kleisli categories of PL and since the proof of
that lemma works equally well with finitary frame meet in place of join it is also
clear how to lift L a R to the Kleisli categories of PU . This results in two monad
isomorphisms φL : RP EL

∼=- PFL R (which, for each locale X over E corresponds
to the unique frame homomorphism ΩFφLX such that ΩFφLX�RX = R

op
(�X)) and

φU : RP EU
∼=- PFU R (such that ΩFφUX�RX = R

op
(�X) for each X). So to

complete a verification of (iii) implies (iv) of the main theorem it remains to check
that R preserves ψ (up to φL and φU ). Because �PFL (RX)�RX is a universal dcpo
homomorphism (from ΩF (RX) to ΩFPFU P

F
L (RX)) to prove that R preserves ψ it

is sufficient to check, for each locale X over E , that

ΩF (RψEX)ΩF (φUPELX)ΩF (PFU φ
L
X)�PFL (RX) �RX (I)

is equal to

ΩF (φLPEUX)ΩF (PFL φ
U
X)ΩF (ψFRX)�PFL (RX) �RX . (II)

(I) is equal to

ΩF (RψEX)ΩF (φUPELX)�RPEL (X)ΩF (φLX) �RX

= ΩF (RψEX)R
op

(�PEL (X))R
op

(�X)

= R
op

[ΩE(ψEX)�PEL (X)�X ]

= R
op

(�PEU (X)�X).
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(II) on the other hand is equal to

ΩF (φLPEUX)ΩF (PFL φ
U
X) �PFU (RX) �RX

= ΩF (φLPEUX) �RPEU (X) ΩF (φUX)�RX

= R
op

(�PEU (X))R
op

(�X)

= R
op

(�PEU (X)�X).

This completes our verification of (iii) implies (iv) of the main theorem.
In the other direction, given an order-enriched adjunction L a R with φL :

RP EL
∼=- PFL R and φU : RP EU

∼=- PFU R such thatR preserves ψ : PLPU
∼=- PUPL

then to complete a proof of (iv) implies (iii) two final facts need to be checked: (a)
there is monad isomorphism φ : RPE

∼=- PFR and (b) R preserves finitary co-
product. For (a) note that because P arises from the lower and upper power locale
monads (as in Lemma 7.2) we can rely on a general proof that if there are two
monad isomorphisms (and R preserves the given distribution isomorphism) then
there is a monad isomorphism on the composite monad and for this it is sufficient
to show:

Lemma 7.4. Given a distribution isomorphism with F preserving it as in Defini-

tion 7.3, then φ : FT Cab - TDabF given by FT Ca T
C
b

φa
TC
b- TDa FT

C
b

TDa φ
b

- TDa T
D
b F

is a monad opfunctor.

Proof. The proof is a routine diagram chase. For the first diagram in the definition
of a monad opfunctor, note that

F

FT Ca
φa -

�

F
η
C,a

TDa F

ηD,aF

?

FT Ca T
C
b

φa
TCb-

�
F
T
C
a
η
C,
b

TDa FT
C
b

TDa φ
b
-

�

T
D
a
F
η
C,b

TDa T
D
b F

TDηD,bF

?
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commutes because φa and φb are monad opfunctors. Finally notice that the diagram

FT Cabab

φa
TCbab- TDa FT

C
bab

TDa φ
b
TCab- TDabFT

C
ab

TDabφ
a
TCb - TDabaFT

C
b

TDabaφ
b
- TDababF

FT Caabb

FT Ca (ψC)−1
TCb

? φa
TCabb- TDa FT

C
abb

TDa F (ψC)−1
TCb

? TDa φ
a
TCbb- TDaaFT

C
bb

TDaaφ
b
TCb - TDaabFT

C
b

TDa (ψD)−1
FTCb

?
TDaabφ

b
- TDaabbF

TDa (ψD)−1
TDb F

?

FT Cabb

FµC,a
TCbb

? φa
TCbb - TDa FT

C
bb

µD,a
FTCbb

? TDa φ
b
TCb - TDabFT

C
b

µD,a
TDb FT

C
b

?
TDabφ

b
- TDabbF

µD,a
TDbbF

?

FT Cab

FT Ca µ
C,b

? φa
TCb - TDa FT

C
b

TDa Fµ
C,b

?
TDa φ

b
- TDabF

TDa µ
D,b
F

?

commutes (where we are following the notation Tabc = TaTbTc etc). To see this
note that the rectangle in the first row commutes as F preserves the distribution
isomorphism, the rectangle in the middle row commutes and the bottom right
rectangle commutes because φa and φb respectively are monad opfunctors. The
other squares and rectangle commute by naturality. �

Lemma 7.5. Given an order-enriched adjunction L a R : LocF
-

� LocE with
a monad isomorphism φL : RP EL ∼= PFL R, R preserves finitary coproduct.

Proof. Because there is a monad isomorphism there is a lifted adjunction R
op a Lop

between categories whose objects are frames and whose morphisms are suplattice
homomorphisms (i.e. between the opposites of the Kleisli categories of P EL and
PFL ). For any locale W over F ,

SupF (ΩFR0E ,ΩFW ) ∼= SupE(ΩE0E ,ΩELW )
∼= {∗}
∼= SupF (ΩF0F ,ΩFW )

naturally in suplattice homomorphisms between ΩFW s. It follows that R0E ∼= 0F .
For binary coproduct say X1 and X2 are locales over E . Then,

SupF (ΩFR(X1 +X2),ΩFW ) ∼= SupE(ΩE(X1 +X2),ΩELW ))
∼= SupE(ΩEX1,ΩELW )× SupE(ΩEX2,ΩELW )
∼= SupF (ΩFRX1,ΩFW )× SupF (ΩFRX2,ΩFW )

naturally in suplattice homomorphisms between ΩFW s. It follows that ΩFR(X1 +
X2) is the suplattice coproduct of ΩFRX1 and ΩFRX1 and so R(X1 + X2) ∼=
RX1 +RX2 since suplattice coproduct is given by set theoretic product.

Intuitively this completes the proof, however to properly complete the proof we
do need to also check that it is indeed the canonical mapRX1+RX2

[R
∐

1,R
∐

2]- R(X1+
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X2) that is the isomorphism in question. Firstly note that by looking at the image of
the identity IdΩFR(X1+X2) under the order isomorphisms above it can be seen that
R
op ∐S

i : ΩFRXi
- ΩFR(X1+X2) for i = 1, 2 are the suplattice coprojections to

ΩFR(X1+X2) where
∐S
i : ΩEXi

- ΩE(X1+X2) are the suplattice coprojections
(so,

∐S
1 (a) = (a, 0ΩX2) and

∐S
2 (b) = (0ΩX1 , b)). Notice that since ΩE

∐
i

∐S
i = Id

for i = 1, 2 and ΩE
∐
i

∐S
j = 0 for i 6= j we have that ΩFR

∐
iR

op ∐S
i = Id

for i = 1, 2 and ΩFR
∐
iR

op ∐S
j = 0 for i 6= j; the last because R

op
preserves

the zero map since it is left adjoint to the unique map back to Ω0 and we have
established that R preserves the zero object. If we then define a suplattice homo-
morphism ψ : ΩF (RX1 + RX2) - ΩFR(X1 + X2) by ψ(a, b) = R

op ∐S
1 a ∨

R
op ∐S

2 b then certainly ΩF [R
∐

1, R
∐

2]ψ = Id because ΩF [R
∐

1, R
∐

2](c) =
(ΩFR

∐
1(c),ΩFR

∐
2(c)). But to prove that ψΩF [R

∐
1, R

∐
2] = Id it is suffi-

cient to prove that ψΩF [R
∐

1, R
∐

2]R
op ∐S

i = R
op ∐S

i for i = 1, 2 since we have
noted that R

op ∐S
i are the suplattice coprojections. This last is immediate from

the properties ΩER
∐
i and R

op ∐S
j already noted and so [R

∐
1, R

∐
2] is an iso-

morphism and the proof is complete. �

8. Final comments

For this paper, applying the techniques of [T10b], we have established that geo-
metric morphisms can be represented as those adjunctions between the correspond-
ing categories of locales that commute with the double power locale monad and for
which the right adjoint preserves finite coproduct. Additionally it has been shown
that geometric morphisms correspond to adjunctions that commute with the lower
and upper power locale monads and for which the right adjoint preserves the dis-
tribution between the lower and upper power locales. Along the way we have, in
effect, made the technical observation that the key to proving the representation of
geometric morphisms in this manner is knowing that the right adjoint also preserves
the strength of the double power locale monad.

In fact the power constructions can be developed axiomatically (e.g. [V95] and
[T05], though for this last see [VT04] for the driving observation which shows how to
interpret the double power construction as an exponential). It is therefore possible
to develop a categorical account of geometric morphisms. A ‘categorical’ geometric
morphism is an adjunction that commutes with the power locale monads. In such a
context it is clear what a localic geometric morphism should be and, further, if one
defines a hyperconnected geometric morphism to be corresponding to an adjunction
such that L1 ∼= 1 it is possible to prove that every (categorical interpretation of)
a geometric morphism factors uniquely as a hyperconnected geometric morphism
followed by a localic one. The proof is essentially straightforward and relies on a
categorical proof of the slice stability result above (Theorem 6.13) available since
there is a categorical account of weak triquotient assignments in locale theory,
see [T10a]. However, the situation would be much more appealing if one could
show that, categorically, the property of commuting with the power locale monads
implies that Frobenius reciprocity holds of the pullback adjunction. This is true
for categories of locales ([T10b]) and were it to be true categorically then the
categorical account of the hyperconnected-localic factorization would be pullback
stable. In other words this extra step would mean that the categorical situation is
more in keeping with what we know to be the case from topos theory. In summary,
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whilst the main result of this paper shows that the notion of geometric morphism
is closely related to the power locale constructions, to develop the theory further it
appears that more work is required on categorical interpretations of locale theory.
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